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The Habitat Program at the NH Fish and Game Department manages over 60,000 acres of Wildlife
Management Areas, monitors over 20,000 acres of conservation easements, and works with the
Department of Natural and Cultural Resources to improve habitats on state forests and parks, among
many other habitat related activities. Get an update of the program’s activities on state lands during
the 2nd half of 2020 by reading below.

REGION 1 – NORTHERN NH
Connecticut Lakes Natural Area, Pittsburg - CLNA Manager Jill
Kilborn completed a timber harvest on the South Bay Bog area last
winter with help from other Region 1 staff and DNCR foresters. The
goal of this project was to expand on the aspen regeneration that
resulted from the 2009 timber sale in the same area. Over the
summer, additional site work took place to promote the desired aspen
response. Slash, which had accumulated in patches adjacent to the
log landing during cutting was removed to achieve warmer soil
temperatures needed to promote aspen sprouting. This work was
carefully conducted to avoid aspen that was already sprouting in the
patches.

Not sure what a shelterwood,
group selection, or thinning is
and how they can benefit
wildlife? Learn more by
clicking here.

In addition, two bridge crossings on the winter road leading to the
project area were redecked which will facilitate access to maintain an
existing wildlife opening by mowing every couple of years. Jill also
coordinated contracts to grade ~15 miles of gravel roads on the CLNA.
The grading was timed to compliment the 9 miles resurfaced in 2017
and an additional 5 miles of roads that were spot resurfaced and reshaped over the summer. These
roads are all located within the 15,000-acre Nature Preserve and provide access to Scott Bog, East
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Inlet and Boundary Ponds. Finally, to maintain visibility and drainage, ~6 miles of road sides were
brushed back with a boom mower.
During this half, Jill also finalized an update to the Stewardship Plan for the CLNA, which included a
new Monitoring Chapter. As part of the plan, Fish and Game will be looking to collect data for a new
Forest Resource Inventory to update size and age class structure goals. Jill has also been working
with regional partners within the Upper CT River Watershed Cooperative Invasive Species
Management Area (CISMA) to document the location and extent of invasive exotic plants within that
watershed, and working with landowners to control them. This summer the CISMA is conductied
follow up treatments with private landowners throughout the Upper Connecticut watershed, with a
particular focus on Japanese knotweed populations along the main stem of the Connecticut River.
Doing so will help prevent expansion of knotweed via flooding events that commonly carry seed and
root segments downstream to new areas. The CISMA is also looking for grant funding to continue
treatments and research on mechanical treatments to minimize the use of chemicals.

Grader reshaping a gravel road on the
CLNA during the summer of 2020.
Photo by Jill Kilborn.

A contractor conducting follow-up knotweed treatment in August
of 2020. This site was first treated in August of 2019.
Photo by Jill Kilborn.

CT River Drivers WMA, Colebrook - Led by our partners at the NH Chapter of The Nature
Conservancy (TNC), additional silver maple and blight-resistant American elm were planted on the
unused portion of the CT River boat access parcel associated with this WMA last October in an effort
to restore floodplain forest in this area. This is in addition to the floodplain restoration work that was
started last year as detailed in previous reports. Funding for this work came from an Aquatic
Resource Mitigation grant awarded to TNC by the Department of Environmental Services (DES).
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REGION 2 – CENTRAL NH
Cardigan Mountain State Forest,
Orange – A harvest will be starting up
in a few weeks on Cardigan State
Forest, which is being coordinated by
DNCR Forester Tom Natale. The
harvest will include two clearcuts (>5
acres), nine patches (2-5 acres), and
two shelterwood areas to create
young forest habitat and promote
regeneration of both softwoods and
hardwoods. These areas will resprout
vigorously with young hardwood
trees soon after harvest creating
excellent food and cover for deer,
moose, grouse, and several other
wildlife.
Cascade Marsh WMA, Sutton – A
brontosaurus mower will be back in
the coming weeks to continue habitat
work first started in 2000/2001. At
that time, multiple strips were mowed
in a pole sized aspen/birch stand to enhance nesting and foraging cover for grouse and woodcock.
The strips that were left uncut in 2000/01 were mowed in 2009. There was another mowing entry in
2016 to create three different age and size classes of vegetation. The next entry will focus on the
areas originally mowed in 2000/01 and will cover 3.5 acres in total. This sort of rotational mowing will
maintain young forest at different stages of development benefitting a variety of wildlife including
Canada warbler, snowshoe hare, and chestnut-sided warbler, among others. Denyce Gagne, Habitat
Biologist, is coordinating this work, which is estimated to cost $5,000. Denyce also worked with
contractors to block several illegal OHRV access spots.
A 2018 photo of the project area at Cascade Marsh WMA, two years
after the 2016 mowing entry. Shows three different age classes of
vegetation developed through rotational mowing. This winter’s entry
will focus on the area originally mowed in 2001. Photo by Jim Oehler.

Hirst Wildlife Management Area, Boscawen - DNCR Forester Sam Taylor is in the planning phases
for a timber harvest for this property. Hirst WMA is where the very first timber harvest occurred on a
Fish and Game property. That was in 1989. This will be the 3rd entry into this property since then and
Sam plans to continue with the prescription of group selection and strips down to the marsh. The
earliest cutting will commence is next fall/winter.
Kearsarge WMA, Andover – A timber harvest will be underway within weeks at this 1,000-acre
property. The harvest will include 13 patches and clearcuts ranging in size from 0.6-18 acres to create
young forest. Forty-six acres in total will be regenerated. We are aiming to maintain 5-15% of this
~1,000-acre property in young forest for the wildlife benefits it provides. With this harvest, plus the
young forest created in 2014, we will have reached 7%. The habitat benefits of young forest lasts for
only 10-20 years so as patches that were previously harvested grow out of the young forest stage,
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additional ones will be created through future timber harvests. In addition to the habitat benefits, this
project will result in over $50,000 in revenue to the Department. To facilitate the harvest, DNCR
South Region Forester Mike Powers and Tom coordinated some road maintenance work on
Leadmine Rd, the sole access road to the WMA. Portions were topped with new gravel and
waterbars that help with water drainage were re-established. Cost for the road work was $10,000.

A brontosaurus mower brushing back the woods roads on the Kimball Hill WMA in Groton. Mowing back
the vegetation restores efficacy of road side ditches and otherwise keeps the roads open for management
access and snowmobiling. In this case it also opens up the roads to facilitate road repairs next summer.
Some road rutting is seen in the left photo. Photos by Eric Pospesil.

Kimball Hill WMA, Groton – A brontosaurus mower is on site brushing back vegetation along the
edges of nearly 5 miles of woods roads. This sort of regular maintenance is needed to keep the roads
usable for management access. It’s also being done in preparation for road repairs slated for next
summer. Heavy rain events in 2017 and 2019 did extensive damage to many parts of the road
system. The cost of the repairs will be covered, in large part, by FEMA. Snowmobile enthusiasts will
also benefit from all of this work as many of the woods roads are permitted snowmobile trails. Eric
Pospesil, Fish and Game Land Surveyor, is coordinating all of the road work, while Jim Oehler is
coordinating with FEMA on funding. The cost for the brontosaurus work is estimated at $13,000.
Eric also spent several days mapping all of the road work that needs to be completed to fix what was
damaged during the storms and other areas where drainage or other repairs need to be made for the
long term benefit of the access roads. Lastly, Denyce Gagne has begun developing a long term
management plan for this property and coordinated with contractors to install a WMA sign and reset a
gate that was installed by the former owners but no longer worked.
Kona WMA, Moultonborough – A harvest is underway on this WMA. This is the 2nd entry in a 130acre project area. The harvest will focus primarily on single tree selection (126 acres) to further
promote the establishment of understory cover and oak/pine regeneration that developed after the
previous harvest in 2004/05, plus four acres of small groups to promote hemlock for wintering cover.
Tom Natale, DNCR Forester, is overseeing this project. In addition to the habitat benefits, this project
will bring in nearly $70,000 in revenue to the Department.
Laramie WMA, Enfield – The planning has been completed and a contract awarded for a harvest here
that will result in 42 acres of young forest habitat. The young forest habitat will be created via two
clearcuts and will result in just 2% of the property being in this habitat type. The goal is generally 54
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15%. However, this 3,000-acre WMA has relatively poor management access so it has seen very
little management over the years. The acquisition of a couple of small lots off of Smith Pond Road in
recent years has made this habitat project possible. Harvest operations aren’t scheduled to being
here until the winter of 2021/22. Along with the habitat benefits from this project, the Department is
slated to receive over $65,000 in revenue.
Lower Shaker WMA, Enfield – Within a few weeks, a brontosaurus mower will be onsite to maintain
aspen stands on this 1,000-acre WMA. Developed through past habitat management (both
commercial and non-commercial timber harvests), the aspen is growing past its prime for many
wildlife. Mowing will stimulate root suckering, creating higher stem densities and maintaining thick
wildlife cover. Approximately 4.5 acres will be mowed at an estimated cost of $6,500. Habitat
Biologist Denyce Gagne is coordinating this project.
A timber sale planned to be completed this winter will be delayed yet again as the contractor was
unable to complete the work for a variety of reasons. This job will be put back out to bid this summer
with the aim to get it completed next winter. The harvest will include four clearcuts to create young
forest habitat with an average size of 13 acres each, plus clearing a 100-foot buffer around existing
fields to create a feathered edge, which will be maintained with a brontosaurus in the future. Postharvest, this property will have 7% young forest, which is right in the mid-range of the 5-15% that we
typically shoot for on our larger properties.
Owl Brook WMA, Holderness – A harvest on the
western tract of Owl Brook is nearing completion.
One-quarter to two acre groups were cut resulting in
26 acres of mixed hardwood and softwood
regeneration. This new young growth will provide
woody browse for moose and deer, enhance
understory cover for several species of songbirds, and
enhance mast production. Tom Natale is also
overseeing this project which will bring in nearly
$36,000 in revenue.

A skidder dragging a hitch of trees to the log
landing at Owl Brook WMA. Photo by Jim Oehler.

Ruger WMA North, Croydon – The planning has been
completed and a contract executed for a timber
harvest that will include four clearcuts, each approximately 15 acres to create young forest habitat.
We strive to attain 5-15% young forest on our larger properties for all of the wildlife benefits that it
provides. With this harvest this 1,300-acre property will be at 8%. Sam Taylor, DNCR forester, is
coordinating this project, which will bring in nearly $53,000 in revenue in addition to the habitat
benefits. Harvest operations will most likely not begin until next winter.

Jim Oehler also continues to work with the Attorney General’s office to address unpermitted disposal
of fill and damage to stonewalls by abutters improving a Class VI town road that travels through a
portion of this property. Lastly, Denyce Gagne worked with contractors to install a property sign and
to block several log landings to deter OHRV activity, illegal target shooting, and dumping. Wetland
areas that OHRVs are currently traveling through and damaging were also blocked.
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REGION 3 – SOUTHEAST NH
Crommet and Lubberland Creek WMA, Newmarket and Durham – DNCR Forester Sam Taylor has
completed the planning and a contract is in place for a harvest on the southern portion of this WMA.
Harvest operations are expected to begin within weeks. Nineteen acres will be harvested in ½-2-acre
groups to promote the establishment of understory cover and oak/pine regeneration. In addition to
the habitat benefits, this project will generate nearly $21,000 in revenue to the Department.
Conner Farm WMA, Exeter – A brontosaurus mower will be on site soon to mow back the field edges
to maintain and expand a feathered edge of alder and young hardwoods – approximately 15 acres.
Coordinated by Denyce Gagne, the mowing will promote root suckering and stump sprouting that will
prompt the spread of the alders, working toward a long-term goal of a wider and more valuable field
edge for wildlife. This work will expand upon the timber harvest that occurred a few winters ago that
included 1-2 acre groups some of which also occurred along the field edge. Expected cost of this work
is approximately $22,000.
Piscassic Wildlife Management Area, Epping – DNCR Forester Sam Taylor is in the planning phases
of a harvest on this 1,000-acre property. The harvest will occur in an approximately 110-acre project
area in the western part of the property where a group selection prescription will be followed. The
size of the groups will depend on what tree species we decide to focus on for the next generation of
forest. This portion of the property is dominated by pine and hemlock with a mix of oak and red maple,
and has evidence of being periodically used as a deer wintering area. Hemlock is commonly
regenerated and deer wintering areas enhanced with small groups (~1/10 of an acre). However, this
area also contains a lot of hemlock woolly adelgid (HWA) and likely elongate hemlock scale. This
combination can be deadly to hemlock trees. Larger groups would benefit white pine. After a few
entries, hemlock would become less dominant and the area would likely cease to be a deer wintering
area. This may happen regardless if the hemlock dies due to HWA and elongate scale. We will be
consulting with other resource specialists to determine the best path to take.
Adams Point WMA, Durham – NH Department of Agriculture’s Invasive Species Coordinator, Doug
Cygan, with assistance from NHFG Stewardship Coordinator & Wildlife Ecologist, Rachel Stevens
successfully treated invasive plants in the field and surrounding forest. A follow up treatment is
planned for the summer of 2021. Doug volunteered his services at no cost to NHFG.

REGION 4 – SOUTHWEST NH
Farrar Marsh WMA, Hillsborough – A harvest is currently underway on approximately 115 acres of this
470-acre WMA. This is the second entry into this area. The first entry occurred in 2000 and was
implemented by DNCR Forester Inge Seaboyer. The focus during that entry was strips adjacent to the
marsh to create waterfowl nesting cover, 0.5-acre groups to start regeneration of oak and pine, and
crop tree release to release oak and increase mast production. This entry will continue on with groups
that will be somewhat larger (1 – 2 acres) to spur on the next generation of forest. In addition to the
habitat benefits of this work, the Department will receive over $47,000 in revenue from this harvest.
This work is being coordinated by DNCR Forester Sam Taylor.
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Land Surveyor Eric Pospesil is also coordinating the replacement of a bridge on the south end of the
property. A contract is in place to come up with an engineered design. Field data has been
completed and a concept plan will be ready in a week or so. The bridge is slated to be replaced next
summer.

DNCR Forester Sam Taylor getting an update on project
progress from the logging contractor at Farrar Marsh
WMA. Photo by Jim Oehler.

Sam checking out the regeneration resulting from the 2000
harvest. Groups cut then are now filled with ~20 foot
sapling white pine and mixed hardwoods.
Photo by Jim Oehler.

Low State Forest, Hillsborough – DNCR Forester Sam Taylor conducted a harvest on the southern
portion of this state forest not far from the Farrar Marsh WMA. Twenty-seven acres of group and
patch selection were implemented to promote the establishment of understory cover and oak/pine
regeneration. This harvest was completed in the fall of 2020.

LAND CONSERVATION NEWS
Betsey McNaughten, Land Agent, completed work on three land conservation projects and continues
to work on several others. Efforts to conserve land to add to our portfolio of WMAs and easements,
which will remain as wildlife habitat in perpetuity, is a very time consuming process that includes
negotiations with landowners, and both state and federal approvals of appraisals, deeds, grants, and
closing documents. Because of this it is common for projects to take a year or more to come to
fruition.
COMPLETED PROJECTS
Surry Mountain Forest Conservation Easement, Gilsum and Surry - The Department partnered with
TNC to conserve this 1,324-acre property that abuts the 1,600+ acre Surrey Mountain Lake Flood
Control Area. The Department now holds a conservation easement aimed at conserving the
property's habitat values, and public access for hunting, fishing, and wildlife watching, among other
things. The property has a tremendous oak resource that provides an important food source for area
wildlife including deer, bear, wild turkey, ruffed grouse, and more than a dozen other birds and
mammals, and is known as an important hunting ground in the area.
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One of the wetland complexes on the Walker property.
Photo by Jim Oehler.
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Walker Conservation Easement, Durham Although small in size (~25 acres), the protection
of this parcel helped to fill in a piece of a
conservation puzzle that includes over 2,000
acres of abutting lands conserved through the
efforts of the Great Bay Resource Protection
Partnership and now owned either by the
Department, TNC, the Society for the Protection of
NHs Forests (SPNHF), or NH Audubon. This
property contains a few large wetland complexes
that connect to abutting properties along with
Appalachian oak-pine woodland. TNC will hold the
fee interest while the Department now holds a
conservation easement.

Ammonoosuc River Forest Conservation Easement, Bethlehem – The Department partnered with the
SPNHF to conserve 272 acres, with more than one mile of shoreline along the Ammonoosuc River
between Route 302 and the White Mountain National Forest. Fish Habitat funds contributed to this
effort. SPNHF now owns the property which is subject to deed restrictions focused on protecting
important fish habitat and providing access for fishermen.
PROJECTS IN PROCESS
Hecken Property, Fitzwilliam – The owner of 113 acres abutting the Pearly Lake WMA in Rindge
reached out to us to see if the Department was interested in purchasing his property located just over
the town line in Fitzwilliam. This property holds good habitat values including a 32-acre emergent
marsh/bog system. An appraisal has been completed and the offer accepted by the owner. A
purchase and sales agreement is in the works. This property will cost $70,000 and will be funded
using federal funds through the Wildlife
and Sportfish Restoration Grant Program.
Little Mountain Forest, Salisbury – The
Department is partnering with the SPNHF
to permanently protect 579+/- acres in
Salisbury through the purchase a
conservation easement to be co-held with
SPNHF. The easement acquisition will
add to an existing area of conservation
land of nearly 10,000 acres in and around
Mount Kearsarge and will enhance
connectivity with the 3,600 acre
Blackwater River Flood Control Area. The The easement addition at the Low Plains Natural Area will help to
property is dominated by well managed
maintain the habitat and water quality of an extensive marsh
system on the property. Photo by Jim Oehler.
oak that will provide an excellent source
of mast (acorns) for wildlife for decades
to come. It also contains a significant area of talus slope, which according the NH Wildlife Action Plan
is an uncommon habitat in the State making up less than 2% of the area with most of that being found
in the White Mountain National Forest and north. These rocky slopes provide habitat for forest
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dwelling bats, bobcats and several bird species. Cost to the Department will be $134,392.50 of
federal funds through the Wildlife and Sportfish Restoration Grant Program.
Low Plains Natural Area, New London – The town of New London Conservation Commission is
donating a conservation easement on 30 acres abutting the 169-acre Low Plains Natural Area that the
Department already holds an easement on. This property contains an extensive marsh system that
benefits a variety of wildlife from waterfowl to furbearers to wetland birds such as American bittern.
The additional 30 acres will be a nice addition to conserve the water and habitat quality of the marsh.

OTHER WMA STEWARDSHIP

A sign and three painted blazes provide witness to a boundary corner on the Piscassic WMA. Photo by Jim Oehler.

WMA Boundaries – Eric Pospesil, Land Surveyor, is overseeing three contracts to survey, blaze, paint
and sign boundaries on several WMAs. Boundaries need to be maintained every 10-15 years to
ensure visitors to the properties and our abutters know the extent of our ownerships, and to ensure
habitat management projects stay within our bounds. Twenty-three and half miles of boundary on
four properties were recently completed, while 35.2 miles on another six properties is in process.
Cost for all of this work is $61,024.

Table 1. Boundary maintenance completed.
Property
Cascade Marsh WMA
Lower Shaker WMA
Union Meadows WMA
Ellis Hatch Jr WMA

Town
Sutton
Enfield
Wakefield,
Durham, Brookfield, and
Middleton

Miles of Boundary
6.6
6.7
2.7
7.5
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Table 2. Boundary maintenance contracts in process.
Property
Piscassic WMA
Conner Farm WMA
Forest Peters WMA
Doles Marsh WMA
Woodman Marsh WMA
Lamontagne WMA

Town
Newfields, Epping, Exeter
Exeter
Northwood
Northwood, Deerfield
Northwood
Northwood, Deerfield

Miles of Boundary
17.9
2.7
5.7
1.6
1.7
5.6

Mowing – Over 145 acres on 14 properties were mowed this year to maintain valuable field habitat.
The Habitat Program does its best to maintain a reasonable rotation of field mowing but factors such
as mechanical issues, staff workload (the Program is still down one full-time position), and additional
property acquisitions has made it difficult to accomplish mowing goals every year with existing staff.
As such, 87 acres were outsourced to contractors at a total cost of $9,300.
Apple Pruning – Denyce has a contract in place to prune apple trees at Glenn Cove WMA in
Newington, Connor Farm WMA in Exeter, and Henry Laramie WMA, in Enfield. Pruning will improve
tree health and apple production and will take place late winter/early spring. Apples are an important
food source for a variety of wildlife.
Other Stewardship Issues – Each week Habitat Program and other NHFG staff, contractors, or visitors
to our WMAs find and report on stewardship issues they find on WMAs. Several of these issues
revolve around encroachments (i.e., trespasses) that are being found in significant number as more
focus is being placed on boundary line maintenance. Each issue takes significant staff time to
investigate and address. We will be looking into ways to streamline enforcement of encroachments in
particular. Instituting administrative fines is one avenue that will be investigated. Following is a
sample of issues that were addressed during the last half of the year.


Bellamy WMA, Dover – Jim Oehler and Eric Pospesil continue to work with the Attorney
General’s office to rectify a boundary line dispute with an abutter that will end up in the courts.
This dispute also includes the City of Dover over ownership of the road located between the
WMA and the abutter. Eric will also be investigating whether another abutter has built a portion
of their new garage on Department land, among other issues that have been identified.



Brown Lots I and II WMA, Pittsburg – An unpermitted bridge and snowmobile trail was reported
by a local camp owner on Brown Lot I. The history of this trail and its use is being investigated
by CO Chris Eagan. Additionally, several encroachments that were reported on Brown Lot II
from a prior contracted survey and boundary maintenance project are being followed up on.
They range from someone parking their boat on, to a landowner extending their yard onto state
land, to another landowner building part of a shed on state land.



Cocheco River WMA, Dover – Denyce will be coordinating cleanup of a couple of homeless
camps that have been deserted. She will also check on an area that an abutter is using to
store his old boat and other items. The abutter was previously contacted by Jim requesting
him to remove those items.



Crommet Creek WMA, Newmarket – Eric will be surveying and marking several lots owned by
the Department along Bayview Drive. Historic surveys for these lots and court cases
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associated with an encroachment from an abutter conflict so rectifying these issues will be
challenging. Some of his work will help facilitate the donation of one undeveloped lot that
abuts the WMA.


Ellis Hatch Jr WMA, New Durham – Jim and Eric continue to work with the Attorney General’s
office to rectify a significant encroachment from abutters who extended their foot print beyond
their boundaries with a garage, a shed, and other improvements onto the WMA.



Kona WMA, Moultonborough – After the timber harvest that is in progress, DNCR Forester Tom
Natale will be coordinating with the logging contractor to plug up illegal OHRV access points
along the perimeter of the property. Regional Biologist Henry Jones also helped by
coordinating removal of a couple hazard trees that were threatening abutting property.

New WMA sign installed and access road repaired at the Pemigewasset WMA in Campton.
Photos by Denyce Gagne.



Lower Shaker WMA, Enfield – An abutter has built a portion of his driveway, lawn and shed on
the WMA that Eric will be addressing as time permits. Additionally, several unpermitted and
unauthorized pedestrian trails are being found on the property that will need to be blocked off.
The property already has several miles of official woods roads and trails that provide sufficient
recreational opportunity.



Thornton WMA, Thornton – Denyce worked with contractors to place boulders to deter illegal
vehicular activity and tree removal.



Pemigewasset River WMA, Campton – Denyce worked with contractors to install a gate and
property sign and to repair the access road previously damaged by flooding.



Forest Peters WMA, Northwood – With permission from the road agent, drainage was improved
from the parking area, downslope along Winding Hill Road to alleviate ice build-up during the
winter.
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Misc. - Additional boulders were set and cameras deployed at Pearly Lake WMA in Rindge to
deter ongoing illegal OHRV activity. New property signs were installed at Ruger WMA South in
Newport, Danbury Bog WMA in Danbury, and Crommet Creek WMA in Durham.
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